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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

The abundance of terrestrial and marine life in and around the Exmouth gulf. The rare species of flora that we find on the islands and the coastline of the gulf. The

historical and cultural importance of the islands in the gulf and surrounding waters.

The beauty of a coastline with little or no infrastructure, no massive tankers, no pollutants.

The social importance of having a coastline where we can boat, fish, whale watch, swim with mantas, just to name a few. To see the faces of everyone in town

when they’ve had an amazing day out on the gulf tells how important it is for a small rural town to have this outlet- its therapeutic- a dose of mental health

wel being.

The massive mangrove system in the bottom of the gulf provides a haven for juvenile sharks and other fish species, the sea bed provides food for the foraging

Dugongs. The mangroves stabilize the shoreline and decrease erosion. The waters of Exmouth Gulf provide sanctuary for travelling Humpbacks and their calves.

Manta rays feed in the tide lines. Another amazing aspect of living in Exmouth is the afternoon ‘glass off’ in the gulf- even when a Sou’ wester’ is blowing-

providing locals with amazing calm beaches to have a barbie, chuck the tinny in, go mudcrabbing, walk the dogs, immerse yourself in the water after another

40-degree day or even just spend time at the beach enjoying a natural place, with no interruptions, where you can feel like you’re on holiday in your own backyard

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

Whale watching, spearfishing, squidding, walking the dog, swimming laps to keep fit, boating, diving, snorkeling, showing family and friends around, staying

mentally well by having an amazing pristine area to go to relax and spend time in nature

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.: 

Seabed destruction from trawlers and large offshore anchored vessels. Seabeds provide areas for corals and seagrasses to grow as well as providing habitat for 

an array of marine species. 

Jet ski/boat str ke. Dugongs have been killed after boat strike just off the beaches. Increased pressure from 4wd in the dunes, destroying sand dunes and habitat 

for coastal birds. 

Rubbish- I’ve been swimming with Mantas in the gulf and observed huge amounts of plastic debris in the tide lines where the manta rays are feeding. This is due 

to a lack of recycling and waste facilities in Exmouth. This town cannot support the waste from the town as is, let alone with huge infrastructures like this being 

built. Increased shipping in the gulf would mean increased waste from visiting vessels and infrastructures. 

 

This year, I witnessed a huge pressure on the reef from visitors. We had a record number of people in town with people even camped up at the local oval. This 

impacted the reef from overfishing, rubbish and put pressure on small town businesses that had no staff. 

This town cannot accommodate the type of pressure that would result from cruise ships and having massive increases of people in the area. We do not have the



waste facilities or the space and the reef would suffer because of it. Once again, people come to this area because it is relatively quiet. People have been coming

to this area continually for the last 20+ years because it is a relaxed, quiet, pristine area. People can camp on the beach- its one of the last places you can

actually bush camp in WA. Instead of being crammed into a caravan park with everyone else. 

Having huge cruise ships enter this delicate area would put the environment and the town under immense pressure. More tourists would mean more waste, more

waste in a town with essentially no recycling and no waste management. The reef would be under too much pressure with cruise ships coming in every week.

Turquoise bay is already under immense pressure during school holidays, there is no parking and there is a severe increase in rubbish left at the beach.

Sunscreen off bodies is slowly killing our reef systems. People standing on the reef is breaking and killing it. People leaving their rubbish behind is slowly killing

our reef and our marine life. This area cannot have the pressure associated with this level of tourism. The beauty of Exmouth is that it is hard to access, its

remote and at least a days drive away from most big towns- this regulates how much pressure the town and the reef are under.

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label:

The increased environmental pressures on the marine life and the reef here would be irreversible. This town survives on tourism, tourism that wouldn’t be here if

we didn’t have the Ningaloo Reef. The gulf plays a vital role in the reefs livelihood and survival.  I have

witnessed first hand how fragile the marine eco systems we have here are. I’ve watched fish stocks deplete at small snorkel sites in a matter of weeks. This is

miniscule compared to the wrecking ball that would be the fossil fuel industry. We have over 200 species of coral. Some of these corals grow millimeters per year.

Millimeters. And huge companies can wreck it in a matter of minutes. For what? To support offshore industries? To make the rich, richer- these people have most

likely never even been to this area. Out of sight out of mind.

We need to be looking to renewables as a town and as a country. We should be leading the way in improving our local marine environment, not introducing ways

for big, offshore companies to destroy it. If we want people to continue visiting our town we need it to stay the way it is. People visit this area because it is

untouched, its raw and quiet and the locals are friendly. We don’t want to become the next Karratha. We are not a mining town, we are a town that survives on

tourism because it is an amazing area of WA, an amazing, untouched area that is like none other. This all affects me personally as I live here because I love living

in a remote untouched area, its like nowhere else on earth.

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

Subsea 7’s pipeline building facility would create havoc in the gulf. It would disturb ecosystems from the most miniscule to the mega fauna we take so much pride

in having on our door step. Whale Sharks, Mantas, Humpbacks, Orcas- just to name a few. Why consider disturbing and harming these animals that have used

this gulf as a safe haven or feeding ground for thousands of years?

This Gasgcoyne Gateway, deep water port will massively affect the area. Allowing large ships to enter this small town and coastline will have detrimental effect.

This ‘gateway’ would see the coast line opened up to the fossil fuel industry. Exports and Imports of livestock and bu k haulage, Fuel supplies-REALLY? Imagine

the affect it would have on our reef if there was a huge oil/fuel spill in the gulf? Our marine life would suffer, our reef would die. Locals wouldn’t be able to swim,

fish, whale watch or take our tinnies out. This is WHY we all live here. We have this amazing gulf on our doorstep. We can hear whales breathe and see them

breach from the beach. We can watch Manta Rays feed from the shoreline, watch dolphins play and we can immerse ourselves in nature as it was intended. We

don’t want to watch massive haulers go in and out of the gulf. We don’t want a massive lit up port just down the road. Tourists don’t want to see Port Hedland

style infrastructure as they fly in. We need to be heading in the direction of renewables. The Cape is in sunshine 99.9% of the year, and it blows here for months.

Why aren’t we using our natural resources instead of trucking up gas 3 times a day and toying with the idea of opening up this natural, pristine area to an

environmentally destructive industry? I cannot believe its even being considered.

The Subsea 7 and Gasgoyne Gateway proposals are unwelcome here. There is existing infrastructure for all of these projects in Onslow, Dampier, Karratha and

Port Hedland. The northwest doesn’t need anymore pressure from the offshore industries-whatever uses they are. Exmouth shouldn’t become another mining

town. It will ruin our worldwide reputation as a tourist destination. Australia should be leading the way in use of natural resources.

There is no such thing as a ‘green’ port. Period. Its contradiction at its finest, made up jargon from greedy offshore companies who don’t care about our

environment, only about their back pocket.

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

Having a wharf for further Military uses in a small town is placing the community in danger of potential severe confrontations.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

No file was uploaded

Upload additional document here.:

No file was uploaded

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.




